DU Radio

Radio
13 Why asked!
Decision made
by Radio MT

Many different stakeholders
both between and within the PDUs

The Radio platform
development are
today integrated
in the product
development

Projects are started with big
technical risks not settled in pre-dev
The IPP has too
short horizone

The platform is developed
in parallel with the
products

Several concurrent
OSGs, with sometimes
contradictory decisions

DU Radio

RAN requirements
(incl. time plans)
are not coordinated,
late and there are
late changes

Nobody has
the true node
responsibility

Complex
dependenci
es to
other
projects
(pre-dev,
PF,SW)

Lack of
resources
Design is forced
to deliver to early

Decision made
above Radio MT
Projects are started with
too much unallocated resources

Radio needs to
start the design
before the reqs
are set, to be able to
reach the delivery dates

TTM

Many different
tools and
procedures

re

HW resources has
too low knowledge
about SW and
vice versa

Test Env Dev. not
able
to start in time

Lack of
resources

Double
verification
by Radio
and RBS
I&V

The complexity
has been
underestimated

- HW has low understanding
for SW development, so
the SW teams are informed
too late about
HW changes, since small
HW changes can give big
changes in SW for example
control and supervision.

Many reqs on RU
and RBS level
are the same –
generating
similar test cases

Radio
design
test not
fully
performed

SW and HW development is treated
the same way, but for example SW
handles the development and
maintenance at the same time in the
same product

Organization has not
adapted to new node
architecture (RBS3=several
modules and RBS6 only one)

Underestimation
of platform
complexity

DU Radio

TTM

RBS System’s
requirements
are late

There is double
verification

There are no forums
for spreading info?

The HW/SW
integration
is not optimal
(gives high
failure rate in
Node test and is
not related to
production

RBS I&V has not
control over the
integration made at
Radio and the RANs

System are not
function based enough
(more HW/SW based)

System HW competence for System
resources are not broad enough (not
enough time for courses/job rotation)

Stop

Modularized IWD
requirements
setup

Baseline road map
non-existing

No TTT activities
(No System pre-development)

System can not see
the long term road map
and can therefor not
plan for the future
and be first in the
projects since design need
1,5 year to develop, which is
the long-term in the road
map right now

SUPs
resources
need to be
broader and
have too low
System
competence

RBS I&V are forced
to start with full
verification too early

The connection
between the
verification in the
different
project are hard
to keep track on

I&Vs System
competence
are too low

There is no tool to keep
track of the requirements,
test cases, products,
revisions and results

WoW Supply/PDU RBS/
RANs is needed for yield
analysis and test strategy
(incl. test coverage)

The tool is
being under
developmen
but not
prioritized
enough

NPI

Other
organizations
involved in
details

Too many
involved in all
questions

Much paper
work with
non-complex
products

Requirements
not systemized

The baselines per project
are not clear

The EG
model
makes
this even
more
unclear

SPM goes directly to Design with
requirements - Cleanup, steals time from
System resources

PDU RBS
Too many
projects starts
and stops

RBS I&V starts
too early
full verification

HW module test
has been reduced

Design has started
early –
Cleanup, steals
time from System
resources

The
fragmentization of
Nobody has
the System
the true
department
node
requires a lot of
responsibilit
coordination
y
between System
units – it takes
longer time to
make the
decisions
PDU RBS has the HW responsibility
but
some resources still at the RANs, which
makes it impossible for RBS System to
have the full responsibility

SPM

Unclear for the projects what
documents to look into to get the
reqs for the project (GS, RS, PS)

RBS verification takes
too long time and are
too expensive

The test environment
development starts to late

A lot of time is spent on Waste Management (incl. duplicate
TRs and slow feedback on RBS SW deliveries)
(preventive TR handling instead)

System

I&V

The project scope is
defined to late

The requirements are
defined to late
RBS System’s root
problem

The Radio
verification
is often late

Today’s WoW is made for
only one stakeholder
(WCDMA RANs process)

- Multi standard –
The PDUs are today
adapted to single
standard and not
multi standard. The
organizations also
think that multistandard is not
here, but it is
already here.

Radio
products
(HW+SW)
are often
late

Radio requirements
are not set in time

The WoW is
not optimal

RBS I&V must
retest additional
revisions of HW

TC is missing

Double work needed, means
ineffiecent use of key
resources

(Resources bound in
already on-going
projects)

Complete
verification not
done on all levels

Double job
with two
designs on
all units

Black Box
with 2nd
source
drives
resources

SUP
RBS SW

The yield improvement
work is not fast and
efficient enough

Unfocused
teams

Requirements
are set late and
late changes
(RBS System’s
root problem)

Too many
prototypes

Faults found too late
Why can we not do
project on the half
of resources at EP

The test coverage
in production on
HW module level is
not optimal from the
node production view

Too many
resources on
part time in
the projects

No decision to exclude the
“ Extended Test” from
volume production

Pre-installed SW on standard
level not fully implemented
yet. Still required from the
node test.

Many
verification
steps

Reduction of test
cases is not fast
enough

“Big” 1524

There is product verification
in the test for mature
products even after GA

“Regular Test” is not
structured or limited
to cover only Assembly
and configuratio
related failures

Test in node production
takes too long time
(impact on cost & capacity)
Logistic flow
creates lead time

The RBS SW is
not stable

Shipping/
transport
cost too
much

Lead time for
some HW are
too long

Start
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